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The calculation of orbital heat fluxes and radiative exchange factors is an essential part 

of the thermal analysis of spaceborne instrumentation.  For instruments which feature 

kinematic motion, such as robotic arms and mechanically-steerable antennae, there is an 

additional complexity in this calculation: there are variations in fluxes and radiative 

exchange factors  due to the instrument’s kinematic motion which occur “on top” of the 

standard flux variations due to orbital motion alone.  The specific kinematic motion 

associated to the tracking of a ground station by a mechanically-steerable antenna onboard a 

LEO satellite is well-known and recurrent to many missions, however it is not available as a 

default pointing law in the ESATAN-TMS thermal analysis software suite.  This paper 

presents a set of user-defined FORTRAN-based algorithms which have been developed to 

implement the required tracking functionality in ESATAN-TMS.  The algorithms are simple 

yet sufficiently accurate for thermal analysis.  Algorithm logic, validation approach, and 

results of in-orbit calculations using the algorithms are presented in the context of the 

thermal analysis of the Kongsberg K-band Antenna, a mechanically-steerable antenna 

developed by Kongsberg Space/ATG/ESA and baselined to fly onboard MetOp-SG satellites 

A and B. 

Nomenclature 

α   = orbit inclination - 90°, ie. 98.7° - 90° = 8.7° for sun-synchronous LEO orbits  

φ   = azimuth angle [°] for a 2-degree-of-freedom mechanically-steerable antenna 

θ   = elevation angle [°] for a 2-degree-of-freedom mechanically-steerable antenna 

γ   = true anomaly [°] of a satellite in orbit; γ = 0° at ascending node passage 

a                  =    kinematic vector;      ,,a  

AN   =   ascending node of a LEO orbit 

DN     =   descending node of a LEO orbit 

ESA   =    European Space Agency 

ESATAN-TMS =  European Space Agency Thermal Analysis Network Thermal Modelling Suite 

GRi,j   = radiative exchange factor [m2] between nodes i and j of a thermal model  

KBA   = Kongsberg K-band Antenna-Pointing Mechanism 

LEO   =   low-earth orbit 

LOCS   = local orbit coordinate system 

Qi,j   =   conductive and radiative heat exchange between thermal nodes i and j 

Qorb,i   =   orbital heat flux (solar, earth IR, albedo) absorbed by thermal node i  

Ti(t)   =   temperature predicted for thermal node i at time t 

TMM   =   thermal mathematical model 
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I. Introduction 

he kinematic motion of a mechanically-

steerable antenna in LEO as it tracks a 

ground station has implications to 

instrument thermal design and analysis: in 

addition to the standard time dependence of 

orbital heat fluxes as the satellite moves along 

its orbit, there are orbital heat flux variations 

due to the kinematics.  Furthermore, and more 

challenging from the analysis point-of-view, 

the radiative exchange factors of the 

instrument with its surroundings become 

time-dependent due to the kinematic motion.  

Typical azimuth and elevation angle profiles 

for a spaceborne antenna tracking a ground 

station are shown in Figure 1.   This motion is 

well-known and recurrent to many missions, 

however it is not available as a default 

pointing law in the ESATAN-TMS thermal 

analysis software suite.   

Although a typical approach to the thermal 

analysis of kinematic instruments is to try to 

identify a set of enveloping “static” thermal 

cases, ie.  cases with fixed kinematic positions, there are several motivations for performing an analysis which 

incorporates ground station tracking:  

1) It is the most accurate transient thermal simulation since it captures in detail the changing orbital heat fluxes 

and radiative exchange factors due to kinematic motion; this allows accurate simulation of effects such as 

solar concentration, on an antenna’s secondary reflector due to temporary sun pointing, see Figure 2 

2) It provides a more realistic simulation of in-orbit temperature cycling of all antenna components; this reduces 

temperature uncertainties, can uncover hidden temperature margins and can reduce overdesign, with a 

consequent reduction in mass, 

accommodation envelope,  bearing 

loads, etc.  

3) It allows accurate simulation of infrequent 

but certainly possible effects such as 

temperature build-up due to back-to-

back station tracking 

4) Simulating the actual kinematic motion 

allows an assessment of mechanism life; 

for an antenna, the cumulative 

mechanism movement as a function of 

ground station choice and operations 

concept can be assessed; this is a 

valuable system-level output 

 

The thermal implications of the tracking 

kinematics of a specific antenna are presented 

below, together with a suite of programs to 

implement the antenna pointing law into 

ESATAN-TMS. 

 

 

T 

 
Figure 2.  Solar Concentration.  When a Cassegrain-type 

parabolic antenna with an anodised finish is pointed with its 

boresight parallel to the sun direction,  the secondary 

reflector (splash plate), located at the parabola’s focal 

point, experiences solar concentration due to specular 

reflections from the primary reflector; this can lead to 

temperature exceedances at the splash plate.  

 

 

 
Figure 1. Ground station tracking.  Azimuth and elevation 

angle profiles for a typical ground station pass of an antenna 

onboard a LEO spacecraft in a polar orbit of 800 km attitude.  

1) start of downlink 2) closest point to station 3) high-speed 

azimuth sweep around station pass 4) end of downlink.   
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II. Case Study: The Kongsberg K-band Antenna 

A. Hardware Description 

The Kongsberg K-band antenna system is shown in Figure 3.  It is a transmitting system in the 27 GHz range which 

features a 2 degree-of-freedom, elevation-over-azimuth mechanical concept.  The primary reflector diameter is 

approximately 220mm.  The range of angular motion is ±180° (azimuth) and ±100° (elevation).  During launch, a 

hold-down and release mechanism fixes the elevation stage to the static part of the antenna.  The radio frequency 

chain features azimuth and elevation waveguides connected to each other by rotary joints. On the elevation stage, 

the waveguide is coupled to the reflector, a Cassegrain-type system whose secondary reflector is a splash plate 

suspended on the main reflector by 3 aluminium radial struts.   RF input powers in upcoming missions will be in the 

range of 2 x 30 W, although the system’s design is able to handle substantially larger RF input. Electrical power and 

signals are transferred to the elevation stage via a twist capsule which features a flexible PCB.   

 

 

 
Figure 3. General view of the Kongsberg K-band Antenna system.   Left: development model.  Right: main 

dimensions in mm and component names shown.   

 
Figure 4. Geometrical thermal model of the Kongsberg K-band antenna.  The model features 2-degree-

of-freedom kinematic functionality.   Left: antenna shown in the position (azimuth, elevation)  =  (0°, 0°) .  

Right: antenna shown in the (45°, 45°)  position.  Conventions for azimuth (ϕ) and elevation (θ) angles also 

shown.    
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B. MetOp-SG Mission 

 The MetOp-SG mission consists of 6 satellites, the first 2 of which are named Sat-A and Sat-B and are 

confirmed to carry the KBA on board.  MetOp orbits are typical circular, near-polar, sun-synchronous earth 

observation orbits of altitude 817 km.  The orbit period is approximately 100 minutes and the right ascension of the 

ascending node (RAAN) is chosen to be 21:30.  The orbit inclination is the one dictated by the sun synchronicity 

requirement, ie. 98.7°, and the repeat cycle is 29 days.  The satellite has a “Nadir-pointing” attitude, ie. the main 

satellite face housing the earth observation instruments is nadir-pointed throughout the mission.  The KBA is 

mounted on this nadir-pointed panel near the trailing edge of the satellite as shown in Figure 5 below. 

 

III. Thermal Analysis Approach 

C. Overall Logic 

 

Ground station tracking has been implemented into the thermal analysis of the K-band Antenna by performing 

the following sub-tasks:  

 

1) Antenna geometrical modelling allowing 2-degree-of-freedom kinematic motion 

2) definition of ground station locations: longitude, latitude, station local time 

3) definition of satellite position 

4) calculation of the vector from satellite to ground station,  

5) determination of whether the satellite has ground station visibility (GVIS routine) at different orbit positions 

6) if there is visibility, calculation of antenna azimuth (ϕ) and elevation angles (θ) for ground station pointing at 

each orbit position 

A sketch showing the overall logic is shown in Figure 6 below.  ESATAN-TMS revision 4 and version 2016 have 

been used for steps 1) and 3) as well as for all radiative calculations and generation of inputs to build the KBA 

finite-difference thermal mathematical model (TMM).  FORTRAN 86 was used for steps 4), 5) and 6). 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5.  MetOp-SG orbit and accommodation of the K-band antenna (KBA) on the MetOp-SG Sat-A 

Nadir panel.  The orbit is shown as seen from the sun at the equinox seasons.  DN – descending node, AN-

ascending node.   
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Tasks 1) - 4) in the above list are performed using an earth-centred coordinate system.  For task 5), it is clear that 

defining the antenna’s azimuth and elevation angles requires working in the satellite local orbit coordinate system 

(LOCS).  The conventions chosen in defining both coordinate systems are shown in Figure 7 below. Furthermore, 

the ascending node (AN) is chosen to be the orbit position with true anomaly equal to zero. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Thermal analysis logic.  Above:top-level flowchart. Below:  ground station tracking program 

GTRACK. The program fuctions as an add-on to ESATAN-TMS.  It takes orbit data, spacecraft attitude, and 

ground station locations as inputs and outputs a vector of antenna azimuth and elevation angles for each true 

anomaly.   γ – orbit true anomaly, φ - azimuth angle, θ – elevation angle.   
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1. Antenna Geometrical Modelling 

The required 2-degree-of-freedom “elevation 

over azimuth” antenna topology could be 

modelled geometrically in ESATAN-TMS 

using “cascaded” ASSEMBLIES.   The 

elevation stage ASSEMBLY was built with 

the elevation stator as the “static” object and 

the elevation rotor as the “moving” object.  

The azimuth stage assembly was subsequently 

built by assigning the elevation stage 

ASSEMBLY to be the “moving” object and 

the azimuth stator to be the “static” object.    

This is shown in Figure 8.   

 

2. Definition of Ground Station Location 

Due to the Earth’s rotation, 3 coordinates are 

required to define the location of a ground 

station in space at a given time.  For each 

ground station, GTRACK requires the user to 

define latitude, longitude, and local solar time.     

 

3. Definition of Satellite Position 

The satellite position at each orbit true anomaly is calculated in the earth-centred coordinate system using equations 

derived from standard trigonometry:  

 

  

 
Figure 8. Antenna Geometrical Model. The required 2-

degree-of-freedom topology was built using “cascaded” 

ASSEMBLY structures available in ESATAN-TMS.   

 
Figure 7. Coordinate system conventions. Left: The earth-centred coordinate system has the X-axis (XE) 

along the line of nodes of the orbit, and the Z-axis (ZE) pointing towards the earth’s north pole (N).  Right: the 

satellite’s local orbit coordinate system (LOCS) has its X-axis (XLOCS) pointed along the velocity direction and 

its Z-axis (ZLOCS) pointing towards the nadir direction; the LOCS is shown for 2 orbital positions.  Notice that 

YLOCS is invariant along the orbit.  AN- ascending node, DN-descending node.   
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(1) 

 

 

 

where:  

       ≡  radius of the earth [km] 

   ≡  orbit altitude [km] 
γ   ≡   true anomaly [°] 

   ≡   orbit inclination [°] 

 

Eqs. (1) are valid for circular orbits, and, in addition, a spherical earth is assumed.  These approximations are 

sufficiently accurate for thermal analysis, although more accurate orbit and earth modelling is needed for the 

calculation of other parameters (exact ground station ranging, duration of station passes, link budgets, etc.).   

 

4. Calculation of the Vector from Satellite to Ground Station,  

The geometry of the ground station – satellite system is shown in Figure 9.  The vector                 is calculated from 

cartesian geometry to be:  

 

 (2) 

where:  
      

 ≡  vector from the satellite to ground station 1, expressed in cartesian coordinates  

       ≡  vector from the centre of the earth to ground station 1, expressed in cartesian coordinates 

         ≡  vector from the centre of the earth to the satellite, expressed in cartesian coordinates 
 

5. Determination of Ground Station Visibility (GVIS routine) 

This task is done by the GVIS 

subroutine, which is a part of the 

GTRACK program.  In the GVIS 

routine, rays are “fired” from the 

spacecraft to each groundstation along 

the line connecting the satellite and the 

ground station.  If the location at which a 

fired ray first intersects the surface of the 

earth coincides with the groundstation 

location, the station is visible to the 

satellite; otherwise, the station is not 

visible. In the example shown in Figure 

9, P1 coincides with the location of 

station 1, and station 1 is thus found to 

be visible; P2 does not coincide with the 

location of station 2, and station 2 is 

found not to be visible.   

In Figure 10, station visibilities from the 

MetOp-SG orbit calculated using the 

GVIS subroutine are shown for a polar 

station (Svalbard, 78°N) and for a more 

equatorial station (Maspalomas, 28°N ).  

Notice the continuous visibility of the 

 
Figure 9. Geometry for station visibility determination.   
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Svalbard station from the MetOp-SG orbit.  Notice also that the visibility of the Maspalomas station is limited to the 

times when the station is close to the orbit plane, ie. when station local time is around 9:30 and 21:30.     

 

6. Antenna Kinematics: Calculation of Antenna Azimuth (ϕ) and Elevation Angles () 

For a given true anomaly, if a ground station is found to be visible to the satellite, the antenna azimuth and elevation 

angles which result in ground station tracking are calculated.    Although the satellite orbital position is calculated in 

an earth-centred coordinate system, the antenna azimuth and elevation angles clearly need to be calculated in the 

spacecraft local coordinate system (LOCS).  Several facts which are helpful in constructing the transformation 

matrix from the earth-centred system to the LOCS can be deduced from Figure 7:  

1)  YLOCS is invariant along the orbit, therefore its contributions to the expressions for XE, YE, and ZE at all orbit 

positions (ie. the dot products of  YLOCS with each of these 3 vectors) are also invariant; furthermore, notice 

that YLOCS is orthogonal to XE for all orbit positions; this means row 2 of the transformation matrix must be 

independent of true anomaly (and must have entry (2,1) equal to zero.  The other entries for row 2 are 

the contributions of YLOCS to YE, and ZE.  Simple trigonometry shows that these contributions are –cos for 

entry (2,2) and sin for entry (2,3) 

2)    At the ascending node, ZLOCS is aligned with XE; this means M(0°,  
3)    At the closest point to the north pole (N), XLOCS is aligned with XE; this means M(90°, 

 
 

Using the above facts and some additional trigonometry, the transformation matrix from the earth-centred to the 

satellite local coordinate system is found to be:  

 

  




























sincossinsincos

sincos0

coscoscossinsin

,M  (3) 

 

where :  

  true anomaly [°]; convention is that  0 at the ascending node 

  orbit inclination - 90°, ie. 98.7° - 90° = 8.7° for sun-synchronous LEO orbits  

 

 
Figure 10.  Ground station visibilities calculated using GVIS.    
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The M-matrix is used to multiply the vector               to transform it to the LOCS.  This vector is then normalised.  

Finally, the azimuth and elevation angles are obtained by expressing the normalised, LOCS-referenced vector, 

which is in rectangular coordinates, in polar coordinates.  This is done using the standard expressions:   

  





cos
sinsin
cossin





z
y
x

 (4)  

where :  

  azimuth angle [°]  

  elevation angle [°] 

 

From eq. (4) the angles are:   

  

 

















x

y
z

1

1

tan

cos





 (5) 

D. Downlink Duty Cycle Program “DDCYCLE” 

By building in an extra loop into GTRACK, the ground station visibility pattern over multiple orbits can be 

calculated.  In this extra loop,  earth rotation is simulated by incrementing ground station local times and calculating 

visibilities and associated azimuth/elevation antenna pointing angles.  The periodicity of the downlink visibility 

pattern, also called the repeat cycle, is linked to the orbit period and the earth rotational period and is in the order of 

29 days.  The program which performs this calculation is given the name DDCYCLE.   

 

E. Handling of Time-Dependent Radiative Exchange Factors 

As explained in section I, instruments with kinematic motion have time-dependent radiative exchange factors 

because the relative orientations and distances between instrument surfaces, instrument and satellite, and between 

instrument and deep space are all time dependent.  As shown in Figure 11, there are 2 general categories into which 

problems involving time-dependent radiative exchange factors fall:  

 

1) Stepwise or discretely-

changing radiative 

exchange factors 

These problems occur 

when, for example, an 

antenna, solar array, or 

robotic arm is first released 

from its stowed position 

soon after launch. 

 

2) Continuously-changing 

radiative exchange factors 

These problems occur 

when, for example, a solar 

array tracks the sun or an antenna tracks a ground station.   

 

The classical problem which arises in both discrete and continuously-changing situations is the handling of sets of 

radiative exchange factors of different sizes.  The ESATAN thermal network analyser handles radiative couplings 

in a different, more restrictive way than it handles orbital heat fluxes.  Although the values of GRs can be updated 

 
Figure 11. Left: stepwise-changing radiative couplings;  Solution 1 

can be used. Right: continuously-changing radiative couplings; 

Solutions 2, 3 or 4 can be used.   
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at any time step in “operations” blocks such as the $VARIABLES1 block, it is only possible to update the value 

of a GR if that GR  has been initialised in the $CONDUCTORS block.    Two problems can arise: 

1) the set of radiative couplings applicable at time tj+1,  {GR}(tj+1), may have couplings which did not exist in 

the GR set applicable at tj, {GR}(tj); if these new couplings were not defined in ESATAN’s 

$CONDUCTORS block,  an error occurs and the analysis cannot be executed.  

2) {GR}(tj+1) may have less couplings than {GR}(tj); the problem here is that the couplings in the set {GR}(tj) 

are then carried over as “ghost” couplings for the analysis at time step tj+1. This gives incorrect results. 

 

Solution 1.  “Clear Old-Load New” method: calculate radiative coupling sets for several selected instrument 

kinematic configurations using ESATAN-TMS and load/unload them one at a time in the TMM. 

This solution is adequate if, in the thermal problem, the radiative couplings change in a step-wise fashion, ie. at a 

few discrete times as shown in Figure 11 (left). To apply this solution, it is important that, in the $CONDUCTORS 

block of the thermal mathematical model (TMM), the largest possible set of radiative couplings (GRs) is first loaded 

and initialized to zero, and then in the $SUBROUTINES the correct value of the GRs associated to the different 

configurations is implemented. Finally, in $VARIABLES1, a logical switch from one configuration to the next is 

defined by using an IF statement based on time. This ensures that ESATAN will refer to the right set of radiative 

couplings at each time step in the simulation. 

Defining the largest possible set of GRs in an analysis is a non-trivial task.  To ensure that the largest set of radiative 

couplings is initialised in the $CONDUCTORS block, a set of files containing all the GRs associated to each 

configuration, with all the GRs initialised to zero, is $INCLUDED in the $CONDUCTORS block.  An example of 

this step is shown in Figure 12. Each set can be generated by running separately the configurations with ESATAN-

TMS, exporting the calculated (non-zero) radiative couplings, and performing some file processing in order to set all 

the radiative couplings to zero. 

 

Once the initialisation is done, it is possible to obtain the magnitude of the radiative couplings for the different 

satellite configurations. Each set of couplings has been calculated a priori by ESATAN-TMS; with some additional 

file processing a set of files in a format readable to the $SUBROUTINES block can be prepared.  A label is given to 

each GR set as shown in Figure 14.  It is important that in this step the different sets are defined in the order they 

appear in the simulation. The following procedure needs to be applied: 

 

 Config(i): at time i in the simulation, the radiative couplings of the satellite for the configuration i are defined 

 

 Config(i+1): radiative couplings for Config(i) set to zero; radiative couplings for configuration (i+1) are 

uploaded  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12.  Solution 1. Syntax example for (left) how to call external files in the ESATAN $CONDUCTORS 

block of the TMM, and (right) how to declare radiative couplings in a file intended for the $CONDUCTORS 

block.  Notice the semi-colon line ending required in the $CONDUCTORS block.    
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Once all the possible configurations are 

declared, it is possible to define a switch 

in the $VARIABLES1 block and use the 

instruction CALL Config(i) as shown in 

Figure 15. 

 

To validate this method, a simple 

geometrical model has been 

implemented in ESATAN-TMS. This 

model has a static geometry, but during 

the simulation there are geometrical 

elements which disappear while others 

are created: this captures well the 

radiative behavior of kinematic 

mechanisms, which might generate or 

lose radiative couplings every time a 

new configuration is reached.  

In this example, a 

cube with node 

numbering in the range 

of 3000 is 

representative of a 

satellite, and two 

additional nodes, 1000 

and 2000, are 

representative of 

possible instruments, as 

shown in Figure 16(a). 

Each node will have 

radiative couplings with 

other nodes of the 

geometry and with deep 

space (node 99999). A 

simulation in three steps 

has been implemented by 

keeping the body of the 

satellite unchanged (no 

modification to node series 

3000) and applying the 

following operations on the 

rest of the model :  

 Time 0 – 20 s: both 

node 1000 and 

node 2000 present 

in the model 

 Time 20 – 100 s: 

node 1000 present in the model, node 2000 removed 

 Time 100 – 200 s: node 2000 present in the model, node 1000 removed 

 
Figure 13. Radiative couplings sets. Two possible kinematic 

configurations and their corresponding sets of radiative couplings.   

 
Figure 14. Syntax example. Left: how to declare the radiative set in the ESATAN 

$SUBROUTINES block of the TMM.  Right: how to write radiative couplings in a file 

intended for the $ SUBROUTINES block.  Notice the absence of the semicolon line ending.    

 
Figure 15. Syntax example. Logical switch to load the actual 

configuration in the ESATAN $VARIABLES1 block of the TMM.   
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The largest set of radiative couplings is derived, and has been used to initialize the GRs in the $CONDUCTORS 

block of the TMM; the actual values of the GRs have been defined in the $SUBROUTINES and called in the 

$VARIABLES1 as explained in the previous section. At the end of the simulation, the radiative couplings between 

some of the nodes of the model have been checked at different time steps in order to verify that the values of the 

couplings are actually varying as expected. 

Figure 17 is an extract of the results of the thermal simulation made with ESATAN-TMS.  It is seen that at time 20 

s, the radiative coupling between node 2000 and the satellite is zero because this node has been removed from the 

simulation, leaving the bottom of the satellite more exposed to deep space, and resulting in a greater radiative 

coupling between the nodes of this face (3049 shown in the example) and deep space (99999); no variations are 

observed in the radiative couplings of node 1000 with respect to the beginning of the simulation; this is expected 

since no modification has been applied in this area of the satellite, as shown in  Figure 16 (b). At time 110 s, the 

situation is reversed: node 1000 is removed, and the radiative coupling of this node with the satellite is zero, leaving 

the top of the satellite (node 3000) more exposed to deep space; at the same time, the couplings involving node 2000 

have been restored to the magnitude observed at the beginning of the simulation, which is consistent with the 

geometry in Figure 16 (c).   

 
Figure 16.  Simple geometry test case. node 1000 and 2000 both present in the first configuration (a), 

node 2000 removed in the second configuration (b), node 1000 removed and node 2000 included again 

in the third configuration (c) 

ESATAN 2018;  MODEL ICES;  TIME 23 February  2018  15:26:28

 

TIME GR:(1000;3000) GR:(1000;3001) GR:(2000;3045) GR:(2000;3046) GR:(1000;99999) GR:(2000;99999) GR:(3000;99999) GR:(3049;99999)

0 8.75E+00 1.03E+01 1.55E+00 2.04E+00 1.43E+02 4.61E+01 8.08E+00 1.46E+01

20 8.75E+00 1.03E+01 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.43E+02 0.00E+00 8.08E+00 1.75E+01

110 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 1.54E+00 2.05E+00 0.00E+00 4.63E+01 1.75E+01 1.46E+01  
Figure 17. Radiative couplings [m2] as function of time [s]; extract of the output of the ESATAN-TMS thermal 

simulation   
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Solution 2.  Use the 

time-dependent GR 

generation feature in 

ESATAN-TMS.   

This solution is adequate 

if the thermal problem 

involves continuously-

changing radiative 

exchange factors.   

As explained in Figure 

6,  the user has to define 

a true anomaly vector in 

the ESATAN-TMS 

geometry module, 

calculate  azimuth and 

elevation angles for each 

true anomaly with a 

program such as 

GTRACK, and feed the 

angle values into the 

geometry module.    In 

the “radiative case” used 

for this solution,  the 

value for “moving 

geometry” has to be set 

to “TRUE”.    ESATAN-TMS outputs time-dependent GR arrays to be placed in the $ARRAYS block of the TMM, 

and subroutine RCYCLC which performs cyclic interpolation over these arrays and should be placed in the 

$SUBROUTINES block.   Finally, the actual call to the RCYCLC routine is done in the $VARIABLES1 block.  

The outline of this solution is shown in Figure 18.   

 

For a ground station tracking application, the thermal engineer also typically needs to study a “hybrid” case in which 

the spaceborne antenna is on standby for several orbits, ie. not tracking, and  begins tracking thereafter.  The 

complication here is that the radiative exchange factors and orbital heat fluxes no longer have a period equal to the 

orbital period.  Two solutions are identified for such a case and are presented below.   

 

Solution 3.  “Extended Clear Old-Load New” method.   

This  solution was chosen for the KBA antenna “hybrid” thermal analysis.  In the analysis, the KBA was kept in 

standby mode, ie. not tracking, for orbits 1-6 and 8, and was switched to tracking mode for the 7th orbit.  The 

analysis involved the following steps:  

 

1) calculation of orbital fluxes and (time-independent) radiative couplings for the standby phase 

2) calculation of orbital fluxes and (time-dependent) radiative couplings for the tracking phase 

3) initialisation of the largest set of GRs in the $CONDUCTORS block 

4) For orbits 1-6 and 8: standby mode fluxes and GRs uploaded and used for transient solution 

5) For orbit 7: tracking mode fluxes uploaded; standby GRs set to zero, tracking GRs uploaded, transient 

solution performed 

 

Since this solution combines elements from Solution 1 and Solution 2, a full schematic is not presented here; only 

the syntax for steps 3), 4) and 5) is shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20 below.    

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 18.  Outline of “Solution 2” for continuously-changing radiative 

exchange factors.   
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Solution 4.  Use concatenated “radiative cases”  

This solution involves defining two separate “radiative cases”: one with the antenna in standby attitude (ie. antenna 

not tracking stations) and one incorporating tracking.  The two cases can be concatenated  if, for example, an 

analysis of the transition from standby to tracking or viceversa is to be performed.  This solution seems promising 

and has been used successfully in other projects to deal with satellite attitude changes, however it has not been used 

at ATG-Europe for thermal problems involving kinematics.  Future work could involve exploring this approach 

further.  

 

F. Visualisation of Tracking in ESATAN-TMS  

ESATAN’s visualisation module is not able to display kinematically-moving instruments in a simple way.  

Substantial scripting was necessary in order to allow full visualisation of the kinematic motion.  Two main 

difficulties were encountered:  

1) ESATAN’s visualisation module does not make any association between the orbital true anomalies 

defined  for a “radiative case” and the kinematic positions of the instrument being studied at those true 

anomalies.   The user has to update the variables which define kinematic positions for each orbit true 

anomaly by inserting these updates in the FOR loop which is executed by the visualisation module 

whenever an orbit is displayed.   Also, if the user makes a small modification to the display, such as 

selecting to display an extra model surface, the software automatically clears the display and updates it, 

 
Figure 19. Solution 3, step 3).  Left: initialisation of the largest set of GRs in the ESATAN 

$CONDUCTORS block..  Right: syntax of GR files compatible with the $CONDUCTORS block.  

 
Figure 20. Solution 3, step 4), 5).  Left: subroutine to set standby GRs to zero and analysis 

logic to select non-tracking or tracking conditions.  Right: syntax of GR file compatible with the 

$SUBROUTINES block.  
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but in doing so the kinematics are again lost.  It is recommended to upgrade the visualisation module so 

that the association of  instrument kinematics to the display of an orbit is made easier and more robust.   

2) Writing scripts for the visualisation module is cumbersome because of the way this module is 

designed; many lines of code are automatically executed even when the user only clicks a mouse 

button once in the visualisation GUI.  Many basic features should be controllable by the user in a 

simple way, without the need for low-level programming.   

IV. Results 

Results for a back-to-back ground station tracking scenario which is likely to be encountered in the MetOp 

mission are shown below.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 21.  Antenna azimuth and elevation angles during a back-to-back station pass. 0) no station 

visibility, azimuth and elevation angles both zero. 1) Svalbard downlink, 15.3 min. duration.  1a) 

closest point to Svalbard 2) Maspalomas downlink, 13.0 min. duration. 2a) closest point to 

Maspalomas.  3) azimuth angle sweep to acquire Maspalomas station. 4) pre and post-downlink 

position adjustments.  The azimuth and elevation angle conventions are shown on the right.   
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G. Verification of Ground Station Tracking Calculations 

The antenna splash plate, shown in Figure 23 is an excellent candidate surface for verification of the ground station 

tracking calculations.  The splash plate has a disk-shaped surface whose normal points along the antenna boresight 

and furthermore this disk only has a view factor to deep space and is subject to virtually no multi-reflections of 

orbital fluxes from other KBA or satellite surfaces.  In Figure 23, the absorbed earth infrared orbital fluxes onto the 

splash plate external disk are plotted together with the antenna elevation angle as the antenna performs back-to-back 

ground station tracking.  Up to t/(orbit period) ~0.18, there is no ground station visibility and the KBA is nadir 

pointed: azimuth = elevation = 0°.  The earth infrared flux absorbed by the disk is ~0.11 W.  At t/(orbit period) 

~0.18, the Svalbard ground station becomes visible and the antenna acquires it; the elevation angle rises rapidly to 

approximately 60° and this de-pointing away from nadir and towards the horizon results in a rapid fall of the IR 

fluxes on the splash plate down to ~0.07W.  As the satellite approaches the station, the elevation angle drops again 

and the IR fluxes “mirror” this drop: the falling elevation angle results in rising fluxes as the splash plate approaches 

nadir pointing again.  At t/(orbit period) ~0.27 the satellite is at its closest point to the station and at its minimum 

elevation angle, ~5°.  The IR flux peaks at 0.11W again for a short time, but as the station is left behind by the 

satellite the elevation angle rises again and IR fluxes fall.  At about t/(orbit period) = 0.37 the second ground station 

becomes visible and the antenna acquires it.  The elevation angle drops very slightly to ~59° and a slight rise in 

splash plate earth IR fluxes is observed.  This accurate “mirroring” of the elevation angle and the absorbed earth IR 

flux at the splash plate external disk provides strong evidence that the thermal modelling is correctly capturing the 

antenna thermal dynamics as it tracks the ground stations.     

 

Figure 24 shows temperature results for the antenna splash plate in the hybrid analysis.  In this analysis, the KBA 

has been set to a standby mode with constant nadir pointing (ie. no tracking) for orbits 1-6 and 8, and to ground 

station tracking mode for orbit 7.  Antenna RF orbital average dissipations have been set to comparable values for 

both modes.  In the standby mode the dissipation duty cycle is 0.32 (1940s downlink duration per orbit, split evenly 

between north pole and south pole passages, 6070s orbit period).   For the tracking orbit,  the duty cycle is 0.28 

(1700s downlink duration, back-to-back ground station tracking, same orbit period).  Notice that the hybrid analysis 

shows a 27°C peak for the splash plate, which is approximately 9°C higher than what is observed in the non-tracking 

 
Figure 22. Thermal modelling of back-to-back station tracking.  View along 18:00 local time 

line.   Numbering is the same as in Figure 21.  The azimuth angle sweep at the transition from Svalbard 

to Maspalomas acquisition at 3) is clearly seen.  At 2b) the transition from Maspalomas tracking to 

Nadir pointing is also seen.  Earth, satellite, orbit not to scale.  Only nominal KBA (green) is tracking.   
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orbits.  The effect is due to both the continuous dissipation during the back-to-back tracking and to the higher 

absorbed solar heat fluxes during the tracking of the Svalbard station.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25 shows the orbital heat fluxes absorbed at the splash plate.  Although their absolute magnitudes are small,  

they are significant because of the splash plate’s small thermal time constant (small thermal mass, poor thermal 

conduction to the main reflector) and are in the same order of magnitude of this item’s dissipation due to RF 

insertion loss.  The plot shows the classical solar and albedo patterns for quasi noon-midnight, low-earth orbits such 

as the MetOp-SG orbit.  For orbit 7, however, there are 2 solar peaks due to station tracking.  The first peak occurs 

when Svalbard is acquired and the second one when the antenna performs a rapid azimuth sweep to switch from 

Svalbard to Maspalomas  tracking.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23. Verification of ground station tracking thermal calculations.   

The accurate “mirroring” of the elevation angle and earth IR flux absorbed at the splash plate 

provides strong evidence that the thermal analysis is correctly capturing the antenna thermal dynamics 

as it tracks the ground stations.  First half of orbit 7 shown, ie. t/(orbit period) = 6.0 to 6.5 in the scale 

of  Figure 24.  
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Figure 24. “Hybrid” thermal case with non-tracking and tracking phases.  The analysis is able 

to capture temperature excursions at the splash plate which are approximately 9°C wider than what a 

simple non-tracking analysis would reveal.  S-standby phase, no tracking, RF dissipation ON. TR –

back-to-back ground station tracking phase.   

 

 

 

 
Figure 25. “Hybrid” thermal case with non-tracking and tracking phases. The 2 solar absorbed 

flux peaks are clearly visible in the tracking orbit.  They occur when the Svalbard station is first 

acquired and when the antenna performs a rapid azimuth sweep to switch from Svalbard to 

Maspalomas  tracking, see point “3”in Figure 21.   
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V. Conclusions 

Based on the above work, the following conclusions can be made:  

 

1)  The add-on programs to the ESATAN-TMS software have been successfully developed and are working 

properly; they allow accurate calculation of the thermal dynamics of kinematically-active spaceborne 

instruments such as steerable antennae as they perform ground station tracking; other possible applications 

of the programs are satellite-to-satellite communications, where tracking is also essential and certainly 

affects the thermal problem.  Moreover, the programs have a broader applicability beyond the thermal 

engineering field; they can be used as system-level tools to aid in the assessment of mechanism lifetime, 

ground station black-out frequency due to azimuth actuator lag, etc.    

 

2)     Although ground station tracking thermal analysis is not needed for all missions, it is nevertheless 

important to have this capability for situations in which non-tracking analysis shows only marginal 

compliance or when engineering judgement suggests that a particular design may be sensitive to thermal 

effects linked to tracking or to kinematic motion in general.  As shown in this paper, tracking analysis can 

capture detailed effects not seen in simpler studies: splash plate warm-up due to temporary sun-pointing, 

cool-down due to temporary cold pointing, etc.  The analysis can also uncover hidden margins and thus 

reduce over-design, possibly resulting in mass and power budget savings, reduced instrument volume 

envelopes, etc.   

 

3) The ESATAN-TMS software package has powerful features which enable it to handle thermal studies 

involving kinematic instruments such as antennae and robotic arms.  Complex, 2-degree-of-freedom 

motion can be handled accurately by the software.     

 

4)    A working solution to the problem of handling non-periodic, time-varying radiative couplings has been 

found; further work in this area could improve the present scheme.  In particular,  the use of concatenated 

“radiative cases” in ESATAN-TMS seems promising for this application.   

 

5)    The ESATAN-TMS visualisation module should be improved; at present it is cumbersome to perform even 

simple visualisation tasks with it; low-level scripting by the user is required for many tasks and it is 

recommended to reduce this need for user scripting by having improved, high-level GUI functionality.   
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